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The young man stood among the debris. Shattered torsos, crumbled appendages, clay and stone that moments
before had posed as gods littered the ground. He quickly planted a stick into the still hand of a large idol—the only
one left standing—as his father’s footsteps echoed on the threshold. Avraham’s father, Terach, returning to his shop,
surveyed his decimated wares and cried out, “Who did this to them?” His son answered, "A woman brought a grain
offering for the idols, and they argued about who would eat first. Then the largest got up, took the stick and
shattered them all!" According to the midrash, Terach bellowed, "What nonsense are you telling me—are they then
conscious?" Avraham rhetorically replied, "Do your ears not hear what your lips are saying?"1
This midrash is one of the best-known rabbinic anecdotes of the life of Avraham, the forebear of the Jewish people.2
It introduces us to a young revolutionary, recently awakened to monotheism, passionate and determined to rip the
blinders off of a complacent, hypocritical society. He is not only a radical but is even willing to risk everything for his
belief in God. So why does God remain curiously silent throughout Avraham’s youth?3
In fact, Avraham is seventy-five when, in this week’s parshah, God addresses him for the first time.4 And it is to him
that God offers an unparalleled challenge and promise: “Go forth from your native land and from your father’s house
to the land that I will show you. And I will make of you a great nation, and I will bless you.”5 By this time, Avraham
has developed from a lone revolutionary into a respected leader and has learned to channel his unbridled faith into
productive social reform. He is a wealthy man, the head of a large household, and together with his wife, Sarah, he
has already converted a dedicated following to his cause.6 God speaks to Avraham now because he has proven
himself a capable emissary, prepared to pursue sustainable change. This Avraham is ready to heed God’s directive to
change society from the ground up, in essence creating history’s first grassroots social movement.
Nonetheless, Avraham soon discovers what many of us have learned through our own work: that the path to
substantive, enduring change can be daunting. From the outset, his mission is beset by obstacles, but Avraham does
not lose sight of his ultimate goals. When faced with a potentially destructive schism with his nephew, Lot, Avraham
chooses an amicable separation over internal divisiveness.7 When he is forced to become involved in a local war, he
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engenders long-term alliances and refuses any spoils.8 Throughout, Avraham remains committed to reforming society
through positive and sustainable means.
However, as Avraham and Sarah age beyond the normal period of childbearing, he despairs of his ultimate success.
His faith is unshaken but, understanding that enduring reform cannot be achieved in one lifetime, he fears that the
movement will die with him.9 The advancement of his mission hinges not only upon the promise of an heir, but also
on the development of an entire nation forever charged with improving the world.
Many of us, like Avraham, have experienced a revelatory, idol-smashing moment. Inspired by a personal experience, a
stirring article or a role model, we are galvanized to work towards radically transforming the world, immediately. And
yet, as we learn from Avraham, true change requires patience, dedication and perseverance. Ultimately, Avraham
could not build a religion out of the rubble of his father’s broken beliefs. Enacting substantive reform required that he
leave the comforts of home and endeavor to construct a community of like-minded souls.
As we face contemporary challenges to building a more just society, we can look to the dedication of Avraham and
Sarah in Parshat Lech Lecha for strength and reassurance. We, like them, can only truly reshape society by
committing ourselves for the long haul—even when the journey is bumpy and the future is uncertain. When God
directs Avraham to set forth, God simultaneously offers the promise of an opaque reward, telling Avraham that he
will “be a blessing.”10 As Rashi explains, “to be a blessing” is to be entrusted with a power once reserved for the
Divine: the ability to bestow blessings upon others.11 In other words, our reward is that which Avraham and Sarah so
deeply desired: the knowledge that we are links in an unending chain of social reform. Even when the progress is
difficult to tally, together we are creating the foundation for sustainable change and bringing blessing into the world.
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